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ABSTRACT Tracking the trends and taking early steps accordingly is important in academia, as well
as in other domains such as technology and finance. In this work, we focus on the problem of predicting
the trending research topics from a collection of academic papers. Previous efforts model the problem in
different ways and mostly apply classical approaches such as correlation analysis and clustering. There
are also several recent neural model based solutions, however they rely on feature vectors and additional
information for the trend prediction. In this work, given a collection of publications within the observation
time window, we predict whether the use of a keyword will increase, decrease or be steady for the future
time window (prediction window). As the solution, we propose a family of deep neural architectures that
focus on generating summary representations for paper collections under the query keyword. Due to the
sequence based nature of the data, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) module plays a core role, but it is
combined with different layers in a novel way. The first group of proposed neural architectures consider each
paper as a sequence of keywords and use word embeddings to construct paper collection representations.
In this group, the proposed architectures differ from each other in the way year based and overall summary
representations are constructed. In the second group, each paper is directly represented as a vector and the
use of different paper embedding techniques are explored. The analyses of the models are performed on
a variety of paper collections belonging to different academic venues, obtained from Microsoft Academic
Graph data set. The experiments conducted against baseline methods show that proposed deep neural based
models achieve higher trend prediction performance than the baseline models on the overall. Among the
proposed models, paper embedding based models provide better results for most of the cases.

INDEX TERMS Trend prediction, keyword popularity prediction, deep learning, document vector,
classification, paper embedding.

I. INTRODUCTION

PREDICTING the trends has always been an attractive
ability in different domains. From fashion to social me-

dia, analyzing the current condition and predicting the future
behavior brings advantages such as being the first or early
adopter of the trend. Furthermore, trend prediction can help
policymakers to implement necessary actions. Numerous
studies have been conducted to predict trends on a variety
of domains including financial markets [1], [2], public health
issues [3], and environmental issues [4].

In academic research, data analytics and prediction tech-

niques have been used in a variety of different problems
such as publication prediction, collaboration analysis and
academic team formation [5]–[8]. As another important prob-
lem, predicting the trend of the topics has several benefits
for the academic research community. Such insights may
help funding agencies to optimize their policies [9] and
guide technology companies to shape their policies [10]. In
addition, knowing future research trends can be useful for
new researchers to plan their studies [11].

With the recent advancements in machine learning, deep
learning based solutions have been devised for prediction
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problems in a variety of domains, also successful results
for various text mining and information extraction prob-
lems using recent deep neural models have been published.
Academic research topic trend prediction problem has been
studied earlier, but mostly through more conventional data
mining and machine learning approaches [10], [12]. There
are recent efforts focusing on research topic prediction [13]–
[15] and topic trend prediction [16], but they rely on hand-
crafted features and additional information such as a se-
mantic network, citation information or influence among
research fields and venues. There are also related studies
in the literature to detect hot topics [17] rather than trend
prediction. In this paper, we aim to explore whether deep
neural architectures can be more effective in coping with the
topic trend prediction problem without using hand-crafted
features and external information. To this aim, we propose
a set of novel neural models that use only the paper collec-
tions for processing. In the first three architectures we focus
on employing word representations within different neural
architectures. In the next three proposed models, we explore
the use of different paper representations within the proposed
neural architecture.

We formulate the challenged problem, trend detection of
academic research topics, as predicting the trend of the key-
words that describe topics. More specifically, we assume that
a research topic can be described as a set of keywords, and
we aim to predict the trend of a keyword. This assumption
has been also used in related studies such as [17], [18], and
also topic modeling studies in general. We model the trend
prediction problem as a supervised learning problem with
three labels such that given a keyword, we aim to predict as
to whether its use will increase, decrease or will stay steady.

One can consider various ways to set the labels for in-
creasing, decreasing, and steady use of keywords. We define
this behavior of trend in terms of frequency distributions. For
a given time window, the label is determined based on the
past observation of the frequency distribution of the keyword.
More specifically, we can informally define the keyword
trend prediction problem as follows: Given a sequence of
published papers in temporal order for a venue and a query
keyword, the aim is to predict the trend label for the query
keyword for the future time window.

The proposed neural architectures base on generating sum-
mary representations of the observed publications (in the
observation window) in order to generate trend prediction
of the query keyword (for the prediction window). Therefore
input to the models is paper collections and a query keyword,
and output is a trend label prediction. Since the textual data
is represented as a sequence of tokens, Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) neural model is used as a core component
of the architectures. However it is combined with other
modules (including other LSTM modules) in a novel setting
for the focused prediction problem.

As stated earlier, we propose two groups of architectures
on the basis of using word embedding or paper embedding
in the processing. Within the first group, we propose three

architectures, exploring the use of only year based summary
(in Model 1), the use of both year based and observation win-
dow summary (in Model 2), and the use of both summaries
where year based summary is constructed by a convolution
layer (Model 3). In the second group of neural architectures,
we use year based and observation based summary repre-
sentations, but this time, explore the use of different paper
embedding modules, LSTM based paper embedder module
(Model 4), doc2vec (Model 5) and Specter (Model 6).

The performance of the proposed methods are analyzed
on a collection of academic papers from several well-known
conferences along a timeline of 13 years. The analysis is
conducted per venue for a collection of test query keywords.
The selected conferences have overlapping focus, but also
each has its own theme and academic community. Therefore,
by venue based analysis we aim to predict the trend within
each theme and community. Additionally, we conduct trend
prediction analysis by combining the paper collection of all
the venues. This analysis provides insight about the trend
in a broader research field. By this way, the prediction per-
formance is additionally explored under a higher volume of
publications with more evidence for the trend.

The contribution of this work can be listed as follows:
• The research trend prediction analysis is formally de-

fined through keyword trend prediction over a collection
of academic papers.

• A family of neural models is proposed for the defined
problem. Each of the proposed neural models explores
alternative ways to generate and use representations of
papers and paper collections with respect to the query
keyword.

• The prediction performance of the models are analyzed
in comparison to regression and Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) based baseline techniques through a rich
collection of academic papers from 10 venues. The
analysis also includes experiments on combined paper
collection of all venues to observe the trend prediction
for a broader research area and under a higher volume
of paper collection.

• A qualitative analysis is given to present the trend pre-
dictions for query keywords.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an
overview of the related studies is presented. In Section III,
preliminary information for the proposed method is given.
In Section IV, the problem definition and the proposed
methods are described. In Section V, experiment setting and
comparative prediction performance analysis of the methods
are presented. The paper is concluded in Section VI with an
overview of the work and the results, as well as the future
work.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we summarize the related studies under two
groups. Firstly we summarize the studies on academic trend
prediction. Then, document embedding related studies are
briefly described.
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A. STUDIES ON ACADEMIC TREND PREDICTION
Prediction tasks within the domain of academic research
efforts have been an attractive problem. Citation recommen-
dation [19], scientific document representations [20], [21],
cascade prediction [22], and topic diffusion [23] are some
of such problems that are studied on academic collaboration
networks and collections of academic publications. In this
section, we particularly focus on those that study the problem
of trend forecasting and detection of emerging topics for
academic studies.

The work in [12] challenges the problem of topic discov-
ery and trend forecasting from texts. As in our approach,
the study uses token simplification methodologies, but at a
sentence level. The authors conduct association rule mining
for topic discovery. Afterwards, temporal topic correlation
analysis is performed and ensemble forecasting is used for
topic trend prediction.

In [24], the authors focus on detecting emerging aca-
demic topics at an early stage which they call embryonic
phase. Their method is based on constructing evolutionary
topic co-occurence networks on yearly basis and devising
a clustering algorithm named Advanced Clique Percolation
Method (ACPM) for detecting clusters of the topics in the
evolutionary networks. After applying filtering on generated
clusters, clusters of the collaborating topics that enlarge in
increasing pace are denoted as emerging topics. The method
is evaluated on a data set where the debuting topics are
manually annotated.

In [25], pairwise influences between venues are studied
and trending topics, which consist of topical words, are
predicted for the next year for the academic publication
venues. Each venue is handled as a bag of words and topic
embeddings are learned over these words. Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) is utilised over venue vectors by further
considering the influence between them via topic embed-
dings. The authors quantify venue to venue influence over
years and detect trending topical words. Trending topics are
determined by comparing the word percentage increase with
respect to previous years.

In [17], the authors assess paper content by extracting key-
words through deepwalk [26] and determine popular topics in
the field by examining co-occurrences of detected keywords.
For keyword processing, they use pre-trained word2vec em-
beddings for English papers. In the study, keyword extraction
is performed with a feature based approach.

The study in [18] also focuses on detecting emerging
academic topics. The employed method involves construct-
ing temporal word2vec word embeddings from a collection
of academic papers belonging to a given time window and
determining the increase in the ranking of keywords. The
experiments are conducted on paper collections of two dif-
ferent venues, and the results are compared against trendy
search queries and increase in citations. In [13], the authors
aim to predict research concepts that will be investigated
in the next 5 years. They maintain scientific knowledge as
an evolving network, called SemNet, where nodes represent

physical concepts and edges connect pairs of topics both of
which are studied in a research article. The authors employ a
neural network model to rank concepts by using 17 features
of the network properties. With the help of this ranking, the
method suggests novel concept pairs that might be studied in
the next 5 years.

The study in [14] focuses on semantic consistency of re-
search topics while predicting the research topics. The papers
are represented with one hot encoding of high frequency
tokens, where each one is considered as a topic. Addition-
ally, a unified semantic space is constructed to represent the
scientific influence context of different fields. The solution
employed in the study is based on the use of multiple RNNs.

The authors of the study in [15] aim to discover emerging
research topics. For this purpose, a two-step approach is used
such that firstly popularity scores of the topics are predicted
and then emerging topics are determined among them. Each
topic is represented by a set of features including term
frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF) and the
number of unique authors participating in the topic. Neural
network autoregression (NNAR) and LSTM are used as the
predictive models.

In [16], scientific research topic trend prediction problem
is modeled as prediction of token distributions over pub-
lication observations. Papers as well as research fields are
represented with one hot encoding of tokens. Additionally,
influence graphs of publications are constructed by using the
similarities between paper representations. The authors use
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) in addition to LSTM
in their solution.

Among the related work, there are studies that use neural
network based solutions such as those given in [25], [13],
[15] and [16]. However, there are basic differences in prob-
lem definition and data modeling. In [25], the focus is on
venue to venue influences and the use of venue and topic
embeddings. The study in [13] also differs from our work
since a scientific semantic network is employed and the
analysis is conducted on this network. Although the problem
definition given in [13] has similarity to the problem defini-
tion of our work, a wider prediction time window of 5 years
is considered in [13] . In [15], topics are represented with
feature vectors where several of the features, such as Web
of Science categories, are possibly extracted from external
resources. In [14] and [16], the problem modeling differs
from our work such that the papers and fields are represented
by one hot encoding of the topics and the influence among
the fields is used for predicting the topic distributions. On the
other hand, in our approach we directly focus on predicting
the trend of the keyword by using only the publication history
of the venues.

Topic modeling and generation is similar in [9] and [15]
where they start with a predefined set of topics. Then the
approach in [9] uses clustering for 500 topics and the study
in [15] uses statistical techniques to generate topics with
foreground and background corpus. However model outputs
are not compatible as the study in [9] labels only bag of word
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topics to increase and decrease whereas the one in [15] ranks
the candidate bag of word topics. Experiments presented in
[9] similarly utilize the last 5 years as an observation window.
The problem definition and model outputs are similar in [10]
and [16], they detect keyword set as conference topics for
the next year for all conferences in the experiments. Unfortu-
nately this modeling is not compatible with our experiments.

B. DOCUMENT EMBEDDING STUDIES
In deep learning for NLP applications, it is a common prac-
tice to utilize semantic vector space models to process tokens
of a text. Deep learning models can learn representation for
given tokens by starting from a random state and utilizing
gradient descent. Mainly word vectors are pre-trained on
various general tasks with huge data sets. Tasks that depend
on word embeddings can then further fine tune the pre-trained
embeddings. There are several transfer learning approaches
to facilitate fine tuning [27].

Word analogy task described in [28], known as word2vec,
enables similarity and analogy calculations by vector oper-
ations. As a pre-trained embedding collection, GloVe [29]
is popularly used as it aims to solve the shortcomings of
locality of skip-gram based training. Main approach in GloVe
is to incorporate the global corpus with using global co-
occurrence counts. In this way, most frequent 400,000 word
tokens are trained on 42 billion token corpus.

Dynamic word2vec model is suggested in [30] to cap-
ture semantic meaning change via learning temporal word
embeddings. Experiments to discover semantic trajectories
are run over news dataset from NYTimes labeled with news
sections. The authors consider word trends by investigating
word vector norms across time.

Document vectors are also explored in our work with the
main goal to query with the help of word embedding. In
[31], word2vec is further extended to doc2vec in order to
generate paragraph vectors. In [32], a similar approach to
doc2vec is followed and it is aimed to simplify document
vector generation by averaging word vectors. In the training
phase, with the help of term frequencies, common word
vector values are heavily reduced to zero to make significant
words to contribute more to the resulting document vector.

Cite2vec [21] is a visualization system that learns word
and referenced document embeddings through citation infor-
mation via enhanced skip-gram approach. It enables users to
interactively search for word and document usages to explore
a research field.

Specter [20] is a deep learning transformer model special-
ized for scientific papers, which uses citation information in
the training phase and can produce stable document embed-
ding afterwards.

In our work, we use word embedding and document
embedding approaches to obtain representations of either
tokens or the papers, and use them in our proposed neural
architectures for trend prediction of query keywords.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we define the basic concepts related to the
problem and then give the problem definition.
Definition 3.1 (Query Keyword): Query keyword q is a term
or a token that has significance for a research topic.
Definition 3.2 (Popularity): Popularity of a query keyword q
for a given period is the normalized frequency in a given time
period. The normalization is achieved through the cardinality
of the set of papers P within the time period, denoted as
popularity(q, P ).

In our work, we consider the time period as one year.
Hence we calculate the normalized frequency of a query
keyword per year.
Definition 3.3 (Observation window): Observation Window
is a time range consisting of a certain number of consecutive
time periods. The paper collection for an observation window
of length l is a list of paper collections < P1, ..Pl >, where
each Pi denotes a paper collection for the time period i.

In our work, the observation window length is set as 5, on
the basis of validation analysis, and hence our observation
window is 5 consecutive years.
Definition 3.4 (Prediction Window): Prediction window is
a time range consisting of a certain number of consecutive
time periods that follow the observation window. The paper
collection for a prediction window of length k is a list of
paper collections < P ′1, ..P

′
k >, where each P ′j denotes a

paper collection for the time period j.
In our work, the prediction window length is set as 3 on

the basis of validation analysis. This expresses that the trend
label prediction is made for the subsequent 3 years.

Now that we have defined the observation and the predic-
tion windows, trend prediction is made simply by identifying
whether the popularity distribution of a given query keyword
for the prediction period will be either inside, below, or above
the distribution for the observation period.
Definition 3.5 (Observation Period Distribution): Observa-
tion period distribution denotes the population value range
avgobs ± stdobs. We define avgobs and stdobs as follows.
Given an observation window of length l and corresponding
paper collection < P1, ..Pl >, and a query keyword q, for
each Pi, we have a popularity value popularity(q, Pi). We
calculate the average and standard deviation of the popularity
values for the observation period, denoted as avgobs and
stdobs, respectively.
Definition 3.6 (Query Keyword Labeling): Query keyword
labeling consists of choosing one of the labels Increase,
Steady and Decrease. Given the prediction period with length
k and corresponding paper collection < P1, ..Pk >, avgpred
denotes the average popularity of the query keyword q
for the prediction period. The label Increase denotes that
avgpred > (avgobs + stdobs). Similarly, Decrease denotes
that avgpred < (avgobs − stdobs), and Steady expresses that
avgpred lies within observation period distribution.

Figure 1 illustrates the trend labels on a sample case. In
Figure 1a, the trend is labeled as Increase since avgpred lies
above the observation distribution. Similarly, Figure 1b illus-
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(a) Increase (b) Steady (c) Decrease
FIGURE 1. Illustration of the Keyword Trend Labels. First 5 years is Observation window and last 3 years is Prediction window.

trates the Steady label and Figure 1c illustrates the Decrease
label. Labels Decrease, Steady and Increase are mapped to
-1, 0, 1, respectively for the regression model . Classification
models assign the values 0, 1, 2 to these labels.
Definition 3.7 (Trend Prediction): Given a query keyword,
trend prediction denotes predicting the label among Increase,
Steady and Decrease for the prediction window.
Definition 3.8 (Problem Definition): Given an observation
period with length l and a corresponding paper collection
< P1, ..Pl >, and a query keyword q, the challenged problem
is trend prediction of q for a prediction period of length k.

IV. PROPOSED METHODS
For keyword trend prediction we propose a family of deep
neural models. We can group the models in two, according
to the way input paper collection is structured. In the first
one, we group the paper collection per year and feed it into
the model as a long sequence. We call these models as word
embedding based models. The second group of models take
each paper as a separate input. These models are called as pa-
per embedding based models. We devise three models within
each group. In the word embedding based models, three
different architectures are constructed to explore alternative
ways to handle the long sequence of tokens. In the second
group of models, we explore the effect of three different
alternatives to obtain paper embeddings on the prediction
performance.

Below is a list of components used in the proposed neu-
ral models. The architectures include well-known modules,
however they are combined in novel ways to solve the
challenged problem.

Embedding: Embedding block maps a word or a paper to a
vector.
LSTM: LSTM block is a recurrent module that consumes
an array of vectors and outputs the resulting vector.
Dense: Dense block connects each input to each output,
forming a densely connected layer.
Lambda: Lambda block applies simple functions such as
mapping and reducing tensor dimensions. We basically use
this module to be able to map to a token stream of a given
year.

Reshape: Reshape block changes tensor dimensions, mostly
to provide compatibility before concatenation.
Concatenate: Concatenate block appends tensors together
in specified dimension.
RepeatVector: RepeatVector block appends the same tensor
to specified dimension for a specified amount.
Conv1D: Conv1D is used to apply convolution on temporal
dimension.
Dropout: Dropout layer randomly sets input units to 0 with
a specified frequency.
GlobalMaxPooling1D: GlobalMaxPooling1D downsam-
ples the input by taking the maximum value over the time
dimension.
TimeDistributed: TimeDistributed module allows to apply
a layer to every temporal slice of an input.

In the rest of this section, we firstly present how the input is
structured for the proposed neural models. Then we describe
the proposed neural architectures within each group.

A. DATA ENCODING FOR NEURAL MODELS
In the proposed deep neural models, the basic idea is that
the model scans all the papers in the observation window.
Each paper in a given year is encoded as a series of tokens
obtained from the title and the abstract of the paper. Order of
the papers is arbitrary as long as they belong to the given year.
A paper with index i in year year is represented as given in
Equation 1, with n title tokens and k abstract tokens.

Paperyear,i = titleyear,i,1, ..., titleyear,i,n,

abstractyear,i,1, ..., abstractyear,i,k
(1)

Depending on the model, either the embedding of the
tokens or the whole document is constructed and used. The
papers are stacked yearly as in Equation 2 and zeros are
padded to maxlen of the longest TokenStream.

TokenStreamyear = [paperyear,1, ..., paperyear,l] (2)

In the experiments, we set the observation window size as
5 due to the conducted validation analysis and the number
of years available in the data set. Therefore, the observation
window is represented accordingly in Equation 3. However it
can be adjusted for any size of observation window.
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Y earlyStreamyear =


TokenStreamyear−4
TokenStreamyear−3
TokenStreamyear−2
TokenStreamyear−1
TokenStreamyear


5×maxlen

(3)
For a query token on a given year, data samples used for

training can be defined as in Equation 4. Query is a single
token keyword whose trend is to be predicted. label belongs
to set {-1, 0 , 1} for a regression task or set {0, 1, 2} for a
classification task.

x, y = [Y ear − Streamyear, query], label (4)

B. WORD EMBEDDING BASED NEURAL MODELS
The models in this group process all the papers of a year
in a concatenated form. Each year’s paper tokens, which are
terms cleaned up from title and abstract, are concatenated,
and zero padding is applied to match shorter streams. In this
group, we construct three different models where they gen-
erate paper collection summary representations in different
ways.

Model 1: Year Summary based Model. In this model, the
input is a 2-D token array such that each year has its own
stream, and all paper tokens in a year are concatenated. After
token embeddings are obtained, Model 1 uses a shared Yearly
Summary module to process a one-year stream to construct a
year summary vector (shown in Figure 21). As shown in the
figure, the size of the input 2-D array to the models is 5 years
x 60919 tokens per year2. The embedding layer generates
embeddings of vector size 50 for 21742 tokens. The LSTM
module processes each of the year based token sequences
and generates year summary representations of size 32. The
vectors generated for each year in the observation window
(5 years) are concatenated and fed into the dense layers to
generate the label prediction of the query keyword for the
prediction window. Reshape operation aligns query embed-
ding result to LSTM results for concatenation.

Model 2: Model with Observation Window Summary.
Model 2 also takes a 2-D token array (5 years x 60919
tokens) as input and uses a shared Yearly Summary module
to summarize a collection of papers per year into a yearly
summary vector of size 32 (shown in Figure 3). Differently
from Model 1, this model then uses another LSTM module
to generate 5-year summary vectors. Input to the second
LSTM module is a vector obtained by concatenation of the
yearly summary vectors (in the first Concatenate module
in the figure) and it is further concatenated with the em-
bedding of the query keyword (RepeatVector module and

1Model figures are generated via Netron application [33].
2Note that the ? mark in the main input size in Figure 2 denotes the

number of input batches

FIGURE 2. Model 1: The architecture includes a shared LSTM module to
process paper collections per year, yearly embeddings are concatenated

the second Concatenate module). The generated summary
representation for the observation window (5-year summary
representation) of size 32 is then fed into Dense layers for the
final output.

Model 3: Convolution based Year Summary Model. As
in the previous models, Model 3 takes a 2-D token array
as input. This model differs from Model 2 such that it uses
a shared convolution layer to generate yearly paper embed-
dings (given in Figure 4). The convolution layer applies
double 1D-convolution with kernel size 5 and 64 filters. After
applying a Dense layer, yearly summary vectors of size 114
are obtained. The yearly summary vectors and also the query
keyword embedding are concatenated as in Model 2 to be
given as input to the LSTM layer. The rest of the model is
also the same as in Model 2, such that summary vector of size
32 is constructed as the representation of the paper collection
in the observation period, and then it is fed into the Dense
layer for the final output.

C. PAPER EMBEDDING BASED MODELS
The paper embedding based models consider a paper as a
whole and process each paper individually. Figure 5 shows
the stages used in these models. Paper vectorization phase
takes word embeddings of a paper and produces a vector for
the paper. For paper embedding construction, we use three
alternative methods: pre-trained LSTM (Paper Embedder
LSTM), doc2vec [31], and Specter [20]. After generating a
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FIGURE 3. Model 2: The architecture includes a shared LSTM module for
each year, it includes another LSTM over all year results

paper vector, a shared LSTM module is utilized to generate
the yearly summary vector. As the last stage, another LSTM
module is utilized to combine 5 yearly summary vectors with
repeated queries (as shown in the third step of the data flow
in Figure 5). Its result is fed into a 3-layer densely connected
module, and the final prediction is generated.

Paper Embedder LSTM module is trained beforehand
to construct document level representations. For the other
two paper embedding based models, we use pre-computed
doc2vec and Specter vectors. Doc2vec [31] generates para-
graph vectors through training on word vectors. On the other
hand, Specter [20] is a deep learning transformer model
specialized for scientific papers. It generates stable document
vectors, given the same collection, always generating the
same vector. To obtain similar stability with doc2vec, we
used negative sampling.

Model 4: Paper Embedder LSTM based Model. Figure 6
illustrates the deep learning architecture of Model 4. It takes
a 3-D token array as input such that year dimension holds
the year information in the observation window, and paper
dimension is made up of tokens of each paper, resulting in a

FIGURE 4. Model 3: The architecture includes a Convolution module for each
year, it has an LSTM module to process all year results

3-D array of 5 years of observation window x 410 papers
per batch x 385 tokens per paper in our implementation.
This model uses a shared pre-trained Paper Embedder LSTM
module (TimeDistributed module in the figure) to convert
all paper tokens into their paper embeddings of size 100.
(Note that the TimeDistributed module includes an additional
input of embedding collections of size 16350 tokens x
embedding size 50.) All yearly paper vectors are fed into a
shared Year Summary module (the first LSTM module in the
figure) to compute the representation of one-year summary
of papers. This module generates a vector of size 50. The
input to the second LSTM module is the vector obtained by
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Paper keyword embedding Paper vector Year summary PredictionLast 5 year summary

Query embeddings

Paper vectorization Year vectorization Year combination

Dense layer for prediction

FIGURE 5. Data flow for processing papers to a vector

FIGURE 6. Model 4: The model includes Paper LSTM module to generate
paper embeddings, LSTM module to generate one-year summary
embeddings, and another LSTM module to generate representation over the
observation window.

concatenation of yearly summary vectors and the embedding
of the query keyword. The second LSTM module is used for
generating summary representation for the collection within
the observation window (5-year summary representation).
The resulting embedding is fed into a dense layer to generate
the trend prediction of the query keyword.

Model 5: Doc2vec based Model. Model 5 takes a 3-D array
as input such that year dimension denotes the size of the
observation window, paper dimension denotes the size of
papers in the batch and embedding dimension denotes the
size of the doc2vec embedding per paper, resulting with the
array of 5 years x 410 papers x 50 in our implementation.
The paper vector is already trained with doc2vec imple-
mentation on paper tokens that uses global pre-trained word
embeddings. Therefore it is similar to Model 4 except that
it bypasses paper summary calculations by directly using a
pre-computed doc2vec vector for each paper. Figure 7 shows
the model of the experiment.

Model 6: Specter based Model. Model 6 also takes a 3-D
array as the input. It is similar to Model 5 except that it uses

FIGURE 7. Model 5 & 6: The model includes Doc2Vec (in Model 5) or Specter
(in Model 6) for each paper, an LSTM module to generate one-year summary
representation, and another LSTM module to generate representation over the
observation window.

Specter for constructing the paper vectors. Figure 7 shows
the model.

V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we firstly describe the data set, data prepa-
ration steps, implementation setup and baseline methods.
Following this, we present the keyword trend prediction ex-
periments applied on ten data collections (venues) both for all
labels and label-wise analysis. Then validation analysis for
paper embedding approaches used in the models is presented.
Lastly, we present the qualitative analysis conducted for trend
prediction on three of the venues.
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A. DATA SET AND EXPERIMENT SETUP
As the data set, we use a collection of papers obtained
from Microsoft Academic Graph [34]. It is an academic
collaboration network data set containing papers with year,
title, abstract, list of authors, list of citations, and venue infor-
mation. Additionally, Microsoft Academic Graph associates
each paper with the related fields of study. Field of study is
a hierarchic graph that includes topics and concepts. In our
analysis, we use year, title, abstract and venue information
of the papers, and we consider the fields of study as the
keywords of a paper.

For the experiments, ten computer science venues and their
papers published between 2001 and 2013 are selected. We
consider that each venue has some differences in focused
themes and aim to discover trends within each venue. The
venues are listed in alphabetical order in Table 1. The table
also lists the number of papers for each venue, and the
average number of tokens in the title and abstract of the
papers.

Each entry in the data collection is a paper instance with
year and keywords. Paper title and abstract are considered
as a whole text. Keywords are lemmatized by using spaCy
Python package3. Stopwords are also removed from the
keyword set.

To be used as query keywords in the training, validation
and testing phases, we start with top 500 keywords which
are chosen according to the frequency. Then for each year,
we arbitrarily keep a balanced keyword collection in terms
of our labels decline, steady and increase. The number of in-
stances per year is determined as at most 102 for manageable
experiment run-time.

The data set for each venue is partitioned such that 70%
is used in training, 15% is used for development in training
and hyper-tuning phase, and the remaining 15% is used
solely in testing. As an example, Figure 8 illustrates how
the paper collection between the years 2001 and 2013 are
partitioned. Here, the blue squares depict the usage in the
observation window and the orange ones depict the usage
in the prediction window. The label for a query keyword
is determined as given in Definition 3.6. Training data set
contains 4 streams of data. For example, in the first stream
(train stream 1), labels of the training query keywords for
the prediction window (window of 2006-2008) is determined
by using the paper collection in the observation window
(window of 2001-2005). As described in Definition 3.6, a
single label is generated for the prediction window per query
keyword. The fifth stream is used as the validation data set.
Test data stream uses the model constructed from the earlier
streams and the predictions of the test query keywords are
generated for the prediction window of 2011-2013.

B. IMPLEMENTATION SETUP
For the word embedding based models, we use pre-trained
word embedding weights from a ready source, GLoVe [29].

3https://spacy.io/
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FIGURE 8. Illustration of data set splits and time windows

GloVe provides 400,000 words trained and has different
embedding sizes, which are 25, 50, 100, 200 and 300. In
our experiments, GLoVe 50 is used and we have observed
that further training for fine tuning does not change their
weights. For doc2vec implementation, Gensim library [35] is
used. For Specter paper embedding model, implementation
provided on Github 4 is used. The proposed deep learning
architectures, LSTM and CNN modules are developed by
using the Keras library [36].

C. BASELINE MODELS
We adopted four baseline methods, two regression based and
two classification based ones. Linear regression and Support
Vector Regression (SVR) are used as the regression based
baseline methods. For classification based baseline methods,
Logistic regression (with class labels) and Support Vector
Classification (SVC) are utilized. We selected the baseline
methods in order to see whether the challenged problem
can be handled by basic supervised learning approaches.
Although there are several related studies as summarized in
Section II, there are incompatibilities in problem definition
and data modeling, they are not directly comparable and
hence not suitable as baseline. All baseline methods are
implemented by using scikit-learn [37] package.

Baseline methods use the count of query tokens per year
as their single feature. Therefore, for an observation window
of length 5, a sequence of 5 values constitutes the input.
This is formalized in Equation 5 in the form of a simple
matrix. TokenStreamt denotes a single array of all paper
tokens belonging to year t. For each training and test sample,
corresponding BaselineY earlyStream is calculated.

BaselineY earlyStream(query, year) =
count(query, TokenStreamyear−4)
count(query, TokenStreamyear−3)
count(query, TokenStreamyear−2)
count(query, TokenStreamyear−1)
count(query, TokenStreamyear)


5×1

(5)

D. KEYWORD TREND PREDICTION ANALYSIS
In the experiments, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed models and the baselines in terms of precision, recall,
and F1-score. For F1-score, we follow the macro averaged
setting as it gives equal weights to each class [38].

4https://github.com/allenai/specter
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TABLE 1. Selected venues in the data set

Short form Name Paper count Avg. tokens
AAAI Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence 6430 83
CIKM The Conference on Information and Knowledge Management 3457 98
DSS Decision Support Systems 2166 90
ICDE International Conference on Data Engineering 2888 92
ICDM International Conference on Data Mining 3447 91
KDD Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining 3555 100

SIGIR International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research
and Development in Information Retrieval 2797 87

SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data 2553 93
VLDB Very Large Data Bases 2828 102
WWW The Web Conference 3963 84

TABLE 2. Precision results of the models

AAAI CIKM DSS ICDE ICDM KDD SIGIR SIGMOD VLDB WWW Venue Avg ALL
LinReg NaN 0.46 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.78 NaN 0.70 NaN NaN
SVR NaN 0.34 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.44 NaN 0.56 NaN NaN
LogReg 0.36 NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.31 NaN 0.36 0.50 0.46 NaN NaN
SVC 0.34 0.43 0.44 NaN 0.59 0.37 0.28 0.32 0.39 0.36 NaN 0.34
Model1 0.32 0.38 0.43 0.38 0.47 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.39 0.38
Model2 0.33 0.44 0.37 0.40 0.45 0.32 0.48 0.47 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.54
Model3 0.27 0.38 0.38 0.33 0.46 0.38 0.52 0.43 0.37 0.47 0.40 0.43
Model4 0.29 0.44 0.39 0.36 0.46 0.36 0.46 0.38 0.38 0.36 0.39 0.45
Model5 0.29 0.41 0.40 0.37 0.47 0.41 0.48 0.42 0.40 0.44 0.41 0.53
Model6 0.29 0.52 0.39 0.37 0.53 0.39 0.51 0.51 0.35 0.39 0.42 0.35

TABLE 3. Recall results of the models

AAAI CIKM DSS ICDE ICDM KDD SIGIR SIGMOD VLDB WWW Venue Avg ALL
LinReg 0.33 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.36 0.34 0.36 0.36 0.40
SVR 0.32 0.32 0.38 0.33 0.37 0.37 0.41 0.34 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.35
LogReg 0.37 0.43 0.35 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.43 0.37 0.46 0.44 0.39 0.33
SVC 0.32 0.45 0.38 0.35 0.38 0.37 0.38 0.33 0.38 0.35 0.37 0.36
Model1 0.34 0.36 0.41 0.40 0.46 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.39 0.35
Model2 0.33 0.41 0.36 0.39 0.45 0.32 0.47 0.47 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.52
Model3 0.29 0.36 0.38 0.32 0.42 0.37 0.45 0.37 0.37 0.41 0.37 0.42
Model4 0.31 0.41 0.35 0.34 0.46 0.35 0.46 0.36 0.38 0.35 0.38 0.45
Model5 0.29 0.40 0.38 0.35 0.45 0.41 0.49 0.41 0.39 0.41 0.40 0.49
Model6 0.30 0.45 0.35 0.33 0.45 0.39 0.49 0.45 0.33 0.35 0.39 0.41

The methods in the result tables are grouped into three:
the upper group contains the baseline models, i.e., LinReg,
SVR, LogReg, and SVC. The middle group contains word
embedding based models, Model 1, Model2, and Model 3,
while the lower group contains the paper embedding based
models, Model 4, Model 5, and Model 6. For better readabil-
ity, we colored the cells with top-3 results per venue, such
that the dark green cells indicate the best results, while the
green and light green cells indicate, respectively, the second
best and third best results for a given dataset. The NaN values
are observed for precision of baseline models. Cells with this
value indicate that the model has made no prediction for a
label. The last column of the tables reports the average metric
results per method is reported in the column Venue Average.

In order to evaluate the trend prediction for a broader
research area, we present an additional analysis by combining
the paper collections of all the venues. The last column
(named as All) in the tables include the result of this analysis.

In Table 2, the precision results are given. The results
indicate that the baseline models achieve the highest scores
for 6 venues out of 10. However, a vast number of NaN

values for baseline models show that baseline models fail
to learn some of the labels. Word embedding models score
the best precision results for two venues, which is also the
case for paper embedding based models. When the averaged
precision values are examined, paper embedding models
(Model 6 and Model 5) score the highest values followed by
word embedding based models (Model 2 and Model 3).

For the precision under ALL venues, the gap between
the prediction performance of the proposed models and the
baselines becomes more clear. In this analysis, it is seen
that the increase in the amount of evidence obtained in the
observation window positively affects the performance of
the proposed neural models. The performance results in all
metrics increase compared to venue based results. In this
analysis, Model 2 and Model 5 have the top two scores,
respectively.

In Table 3, the recall results are reported. The baseline
models and the word embedding models achieve the highest
score for four academic venues, while the paper embedding
based models achieve the highest scores for five of them.
Logistic Regression performs better than the other baseline
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TABLE 4. Macro averaged F1 score of the models

AAAI CIKM DSS ICDE ICDM KDD SIGIR SIGMOD VLDB WWW Venue Avg ALL
LinReg NaN 0.28 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.23 NaN 0.24 NaN NaN
SVR NaN 0.26 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.27 NaN NaN
LogReg 0.31 NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.21 NaN 0.36 0.43 0.37 NaN NaN
SVC 0.22 0.40 0.31 NaN 0.31 0.35 NaN 0.32 0.35 0.34 NaN 0.33
Model1 0.30 0.34 0.37 0.36 0.42 0.38 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.34
Model2 0.33 0.41 0.35 0.38 0.44 0.31 0.46 0.46 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.50
Model3 0.26 0.36 0.38 0.27 0.39 0.36 0.43 0.36 0.35 0.40 0.36 0.41
Model4 0.29 0.41 0.35 0.34 0.45 0.35 0.45 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.37 0.44
Model5 0.29 0.40 0.37 0.36 0.44 0.39 0.48 0.41 0.39 0.41 0.39 0.48
Model6 0.27 0.46 0.32 0.31 0.42 0.38 0.48 0.44 0.31 0.33 0.37 NaN

models, as it achieves the highest 3 scores among 4 achieved
by baseline models. When word embedding models are com-
pared, Model 1 scores the highest results for 3 venues. In case
of paper embedding models, Model 5 and Model 6 have a tie
with two highest results. However, for average recall values,
the neural models perform better than the baseline models.

For the recall obtained for ALL venues, as in the precision
results, we see that the proposed models provide much better
performance than the baseline methods. In recall analysis,
again, Model 2 and Model 5 have the top two results.

In Table 4, we report the macro averaged F1-scores. As
the results indicate, the neural models achieve higher F1-
scores compared to the baseline models. The baseline models
achieve the highest F1-score only for one venue (Logis-
tic Regression for VLDB). The paper embedding models
perform better compared to word embedding models. The
paper embedding models record 6 top scores compared to
4 achieved by the word embedding models.

For the F-1 scores under ALL venues, in parallel to the
previous results, the proposed models provide better trend
prediction performance with a clear gap over the baseline
methods. In this analysis also, Model 2 and Model 5 give
the best performance results.

E. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE ANALYSIS OF
F1-SCORE RESULTS
As F1-score provides more insights about the results com-
pared to recall and precision, we statistically analyze F1-
scores. To this aim, we employed Iman-Davenport test [39]
and Nemenyi post-hoc test [40]. Iman-Davenport test is
a non-parametric test to compare performance of multiple
algorithms by their variance of ranks. The null hypothesis
of the test assumes that the algorithms do not differ. The
Nemenyi post-hoc test is used to determine the statisti-
cally differing algorithms once the null hypothesis of Iman-
Davenport is rejected (p-value<0.05). In the graphical rep-
resentation of the Nemenyi post-hoc test, the algorithms are
sorted by their ranks, and algorithms that do not statistically
differ are connected via vertical lines. The CD ruler in the
graphical representation indicates the critical difference. Two
algorithms statistically differ if the difference of their mean
ranks exceeds the critical difference.

The Iman-Davenport test returns p-value = 2.045e-12,
which indicates that methods statistically differ. Figure 9
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FIGURE 9. Nemenyi post-hoc test result for Model F1 macro averaged score

depicts Nemenyi post-hoc test results. As the figure indicates,
the neural models have higher average ranks compared to
the baseline models. Model 5 statistically differs from all
baseline models. Similarly, Model 2 also statistically differs
from all baseline models other than Logistic Regression.

F. LABEL-WISE KEYWORD TREND PREDICTION
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Since predicting the topics having an increasing trend has
more importance in practical use, we further report and
analyze the precision, recall, and F1-score values for the label
Increase. Table 5 reports the precision results. As the results
indicate, the baseline models fail to learn the Increase label
for several data sets, as the corresponding result is a NaN.
Logistic Regression and SVC perform better than the other
baseline models, they fail to learn the Increase label only for
one data set. The baseline models have the highest precision
score for six cases, while the neural models for eight cases.
Among the neural models, Model 2 and Model 4 achieve the
highest results for two data sets. Model 5 has the highest
average recall value.
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TABLE 5. Precision results of the models for label Increase

AAAI CIKM DSS ICDE ICDM KDD SIGIR SIGMOD VLDB WWW Venue Avg ALL
LinReg NaN 0.55 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 1.00 0.33 0.75 NaN NaN
SVR 0.00 0.44 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 1.00 NaN 0.60 NaN NaN
LogReg 0.47 0.41 0.33 NaN 0.40 0.20 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.45 NaN NaN
SVC 0.40 0.46 0.25 NaN 1.00 0.38 0.00 0.35 0.36 0.26 NaN 0.14
Model1 0.29 0.34 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.41 0.45 0.47 0.33 0.33 0.41 0.33
Model2 0.26 0.55 0.40 0.48 0.44 0.29 0.48 0.51 0.29 0.46 0.42 0.64
Model3 0.27 0.42 0.45 0.33 0.48 0.39 0.46 0.53 0.30 0.62 0.42 0.39
Model4 0.27 0.62 0.35 0.32 0.44 0.34 0.44 0.42 0.38 0.32 0.39 0.50
Model5 0.29 0.52 0.39 0.48 0.44 0.42 0.49 0.50 0.40 0.52 0.45 0.56
Model6 0.25 0.79 0.30 0.38 0.50 0.37 0.49 0.58 0.25 0.38 0.43 0.69

TABLE 6. Recall results of the models for label Increase

AAAI CIKM DSS ICDE ICDM KDD SIGIR SIGMOD VLDB WWW Venue Avg ALL
LinReg 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.09 0.04 0.00
SVR 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.00
LogReg 0.21 0.81 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.36 0.62 0.71 0.62 0.34 0.00
SVC 0.06 0.66 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.56 0.12 0.18 0.18 0.09
Model1 0.12 0.34 0.12 0.52 0.44 0.26 0.45 0.25 0.32 0.18 0.30 0.30
Model2 0.21 0.38 0.33 0.29 0.52 0.27 0.48 0.56 0.24 0.55 0.38 0.32
Model3 0.18 0.25 0.42 0.03 0.39 0.24 0.52 0.24 0.18 0.29 0.27 0.30
Model4 0.21 0.47 0.33 0.24 0.42 0.31 0.45 0.32 0.26 0.21 0.32 0.48
Model5 0.18 0.47 0.29 0.41 0.42 0.24 0.55 0.47 0.29 0.38 0.37 0.39
Model6 0.15 0.47 0.12 0.15 0.39 0.26 0.61 0.32 0.12 0.18 0.28 0.39

For the precision under ALL venues, the gap between the
proposed models and the baselines becomes even more clear
emphasizing the advantage of the proposed models. As in the
previous experiments onALL venues, the performance results
in all metrics increase compared to venue based results. In
this analysis, Model 6 and Model 2 have the top two results,
respectively.

In Table 6, we report the recall results for label Increase.
The results are similar to those observed for the precision.
Model 2 achieves the highest average recall result. Among
the neural models, Model 2 and Model 4 score two top
results, however Model 5 scores within the top three scores
for each data set. Logistic Regression performs better than
the other baseline models. It achieves the highest recall score
for five data sets out of ten.

For the recall obtained for ALL venues, as in the preci-
sion results, we see that the proposed models provide much
higher recall performance than the baseline methods. In this
analysis, differently from the precision results, Model 4 has
the top rank, whereas Model 5 and Model 6 both have the
second-best recall performance for the label Increase.

In Table 7, the macro averaged F1-scores for the Increase
label are reported. As seen in the table, the neural models
rank in top 3 for the most of the experiments compared to the
baseline models. Model 5 has the highest average F1-score,
however it does not achieve the highest score for any of the
venues. Model 2 has the second best average F1-score and
achieves the highest scores for two of the venues.

For the F1-score obtained for ALL venues, as in the pre-
vious results, we see that the proposed models show a clear
advantage over the baseline methods. In this analysis, Model
6 has the top rank, whereas Model 4 has the second-best F1-
score performance for the label Increase.

G. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE ANALYSIS OF
LABEL-WISE PERFORMANCE RESULTS

We statistically analyze the F1-scores for the label Increase,
as well. The Iman-Davenport test gives p-value = 4.448e-
11, which indicates that methods statistically differ. Figure10
depicts the Nemenyi post-hoc test results. As the result
indicates, Model 2 has the highest mean average rank and
statistically differs from Linear Regression and SVR. Model
5 has the second best mean average rank and statistically
differs from Linear Regression and SVR. Logistic Regres-
sion, a baseline model, ranks better than Model 1 and Model
3, however it does not statistically differ from the proposed
neural models.

H. VALIDATION ANALYSIS FOR PAPER EMBEDDING

In order to validate the use of paper embedding approaches,
we present an addition analysis on a basic classification task
by using the Paper Embedder LSTM, which is used as a
pre-trained LSTM in Model 4, doc2vec of Model 5 and the
Specter of Model 6. The pre-training task uses all of the pa-
pers in the data collection. Each paper has an associated field
of study, represented as a one-hot vector for the top 100 field
of studies. The dataset is divided into training, development
and test, with the ratios of 70%, 15%, and 15%, respectively.
A multi-label classification task to predict the field of the
paper is applied. In the experiment, PaperEmbedderLSTM is
trained on all papers of the venues without any parameter
learning.

As seen in Table 8, all paper embedding models provide
satisfactory results for the classification task, and the result
of the Paper Embedder LSTM is comparable with the other
embedding models.
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TABLE 7. F1 score results of the models for label Increase

AAAI CIKM DSS ICDE ICDM KDD SIGIR SIGMOD VLDB WWW Venue Avg ALL
LinReg NaN 0.28 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.11 0.05 0.16 NaN NaN
SVR NaN 0.20 NaN NaN NaN NaN NaN 0.11 NaN 0.15 NaN NaN
LogReg 0.29 0.55 0.07 NaN 0.11 0.03 0.40 0.50 0.51 0.52 NaN NaN
SVC 0.10 0.54 0.12 NaN 0.06 0.21 NaN 0.43 0.18 0.21 NaN 0.11
Model1 0.17 0.34 0.20 0.51 0.47 0.32 0.45 0.33 0.33 0.24 0.34 0.32
Model2 0.23 0.44 0.36 0.36 0.47 0.28 0.48 0.54 0.26 0.50 0.39 0.42
Model3 0.21 0.31 0.43 0.05 0.43 0.29 0.49 0.33 0.22 0.40 0.32 0.34
Model4 0.23 0.54 0.34 0.27 0.43 0.33 0.45 0.37 0.31 0.25 0.35 0.49
Model5 0.22 0.49 0.33 0.44 0.43 0.31 0.51 0.48 0.34 0.44 0.40 0.46
Model6 0.19 0.59 0.18 0.21 0.44 0.31 0.54 0.42 0.16 0.24 0.33 0.50
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FIGURE 10. Nemenyi post-hoc test result for Label Increase F1 score

TABLE 8. Field of Study Classification results on paper embeddings

Experiment Accuracy
PaperEmbedderLSTM 0.96937

doc2vec embeddings 0.96940
Specter embeddings 0.97056

I. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
In order to present a qualitative analysis of the proposed
method, we obtain the trend predictions for a set of keywords
for publications of the ICDM, VLDB and WWW conferences
by using Model 4. For all three conferences, the model is
trained by the publications in 2001 and 2013. The trend
prediction is performed for the year 2010. For each con-
ference we sort the most frequent terms used and manually
select the top 50 relevant terms for the conference. Hence
although there are overlaps, each conference has its own set
of keywords. The predictions are plotted against the real trend
values as given in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 for
ICDM, VLDB and WWW, respectively.

In general, the keywords along the diagonal of the charts
are those whose trends are correctly predicted. In the fig-

FIGURE 11. Keyword plot for the ICDM

TABLE 9. Correctly predicted keywords for the ICDM

Decrease Steady Increase
computation bayes link
database complex model
frequency correlation multiple
mining dimensional prediction
rule filtering prior
speed gain scale
support relational social
variable vector

FIGURE 12. Keyword plot for the VLDB

ures, the region around the diagonal includes a high number
of keywords denoting the prediction success for all three
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TABLE 10. Correctly predicted keywords for the VLDB

Decrease Steady Increase
integration architecture graph
prototype community life
rule model processing
schema network single
tree platform synthetic
view retrieval
xml spatial
xquery sql

statistic
storage

FIGURE 13. Keyword plot for the WWW

TABLE 11. Correctly predicted keywords for the WWW

Decrease Steady Increase
browsing algorithm community
database collaborative entity
document communication model
html dynamic network
index feature platform
navigation graph scale
pagerank heterogeneous social
semantic machine time
web mobile
xml personalization

retrieve
scalable
www

venues.
For the ICDM conference, the correct prediction for the in-

crease in the use of the term scale is inline with the increasing
efforts on big data. Similarly the correctly predicted trend for
the term prediction in ICDM conference is in parallel with the
increase in analytics focused studies in the conference. An in-
teresting observation is that there is a decrease in the trend of
the keywords computational and speed, which are correctly
predicted. Although these keywords are closely related with
the keyword scale (scalability), the proposed method can
determine the change in the language for expressing similar
concepts. Correctly predicted keywords for the venue ICDM
are given in Table 9.

For the VLDB conference, the trend prediction for the
keywords synthetic appears to be compatible with analytics

focused studies and the increase in the use of synthetic data
sets. Although there is a slight mismatch between the pre-
dicted and the real trend values, the keyword graph reflects
the increase in the use of graph based modeling and process-
ing. On the other hand, the correctly predicted decrease for
the terms integration and schema shows the declining number
of studies on such comparatively classical and mature topics.
Correctly predicted keywords of the venue are given in Table
10.

The figure for the WWW conference shows a correct trend
prediction for the term scale, which is also a trending key-
word for the ICDM conference. Additionally, the predictions
for the keywords social, network and community are inline
with the increase in social network analysis related studies
under WWW conference. Similar to the analysis for VLDB,
we observe a correctly predicted for the use of the terms xml,
semantic and index, which have a certain level of maturity.
Correctly predicted keywords are in Table 11.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we study the problem of predicting the trends in
academic topics. Main motivation of the study is to explore
the use of deep neural architectures without using hand-
crafted features and additional information other than paper
collections. Instead of a keyword frequency based approach,
we keep track of the trends in terms of change in the fre-
quency distributions of keywords. Given a query keyword,
we define three labels, Increase, Decrease and Steady, de-
noting increase, decrease or no change in the frequency
distribution for the prediction time window.

The proposed solution scans the academic papers as a
token sequence per year. We propose a family of deep neural
architectures that process the sequence of tokens for each
year in the observation window. Due to this sequence based
nature of the problem, the LSTM module has a core posi-
tion in the proposed architectures, however it is combined
with other modules in a novel setting. In all the proposed
models, generating representation/embedding for year based
summary of the paper collections and observation window
based summary of the collections have a crucial role. We
can group the proposed architectures in two, word embedding
based and paper embedding based models. In the first one, the
proposed architectures differ from each other as to how these
summaries are constructed. For the second group, we explore
the use of three different document embedding approaches.

For the experiments, we use Microsoft Academic Network
data set and conduct analysis for top keywords (in terms of
frequency) extracted for ten computer science related venues.
We can summarize the prominent observations from the
experiments as follows:
• For the average of all the venues, paper embedding

based models (Model 4, 5, and 6) tend to give the high-
est performance especially in terms of macro averaged
F1-score.

• In general, paper embedding based models (Model 4, 5,
and 6) perform better than the word embedding based
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models (Model 1, 2, and 3).
• When Model 1 and Model 2 are compared, it is seen

that the generating summary representation of the paper
collections for the observation period improves the trend
prediction performance considerably.

• When we compare similarly structured models, Model
2 and Model 3, it is observed that applying CNN did not
bring an advantage to generate year based summary of
the paper collections.

• Among the baseline methods, logistic regression gives
higher prediction accuracy especially in venues AAAI,
CIKM and VLDB. Although simple baseline models
tend to perform good in some venues, the average
results of all venues show that they fail to generate any
prediction for some of the labels, as can be seen as NaN
in the results such as in Table 4.

• When trend prediction is performed by combining the
paper collections of all the venues used in the experi-
ments, the gap between the prediction performance of
the proposed neural models and the baselines becomes
more clear in favor of the proposed models. Under
higher volume of paper collections and more amount of
evidence, Model 2 provides the best scores. This result
suggests that word embedding based representations
become more effective compared to paper embeddings
as the size of the data collection increases. On the other
hand, for the prediction of Increase label, Model 6 gives
the best performance in terms of precision and F1-score.

As the future work, one possible research direction is to
work with text processing and segmentation models. These
can help performing queries beyond single keyword. Neural
model architectures can be further extended with attention
techniques and experimented upon.
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